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• Unitarity and Pion Production in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions

L.C. Liu

Theoretical Division, T-2, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545, U.S.A.
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Abstract

Pion production in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is examined. It is

shown that the commonly employed effective-velocity theory is incorrect.

A formulation b_ed on the unitarity is presented.

I. Introduction

In recent years a great deal of experimental effort has been devoted to using
relativistic heavy-ion collisions to create highly excited nuclear matter. As pions
are the most copiously produced particles, there has been considerable theoretical
interest in relating pion multiplicity and pion production cross sections to nuclear
temperature indicative of the hadronic state of the nuclear matter. Central to
these theoretical efforts is the evaluation of the density of states available to
pion production. Many published calculations were based on an effective velocity
theory(EVT) of pions[1,2]. In this talk, I will first comment on the inaccuracies of
EVT, and then present a correct theoretical formulation of the pion production.

II. Comments on Effective-Velocity Theory

It is known that for the reaction N1 + N2 -* N_ + N_ + lr in the free space,
the density of states for pion production is[3]

P,r ¢x6(EN1 + EN2 -- EN_ -'-EN_ --w,_) _ 6(k- k,_) x , dk,_ I ' (1)

where w_ and E_ denote, respectively, the energies of the pion and the i-th nucleon.
Thus, in the free space, P_ is inversely proportional to I dw,_/dk,_ I, the pion group
velocity. In nuclear medium, pion satisfies the dispersion relation

2 2 Re[rl( .,w_ = k_ 2 + m_ + k_)], (2)
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• where II is the pion self-energy. It has, therefore, been proposed, in analogy with
Eq.(1), that the density of states for pion production in a nuclear medium is
simply given by[l,2]

] d/._rt --1

- , (3)
P_c(_(k k_)x _n¢o

where [ dw,/dk,_ [n#o is an effective pion group velocity, which can be obtained
by solving Eq.(2). Equation (3) carries the main feature of EVT, namely, very
large P, will occur whenever the effective pion group velocity approaches to zero.
Brown and Koch have calculated the pion self-energy and have found that, as a
result of the strong interaction between the pion and the medium, the pion group
velocity can approach to zero in a nuclear medium having about three times the
normal nuclear density and at a pion momentum kw _- 1.5m,,. Hence, they have
predicted a large enhancement of pion production under these conditions.

The EVT has been used to explain the very large pion-to-nucleon ratio
observed in certain experiments.[1,2] It has subsequently been employed in several
other calculations aimed at, for example, using dilepton production as a probe of
pion dynamics in heavy-ion collisions[4,5]. In the framework of EVT, the e+e-
production cross sections are given by

d4R,_+,___..,+e_ 2 . (4)
daqdM,+,- = 3(_)' _,e"4r - t _ _ Idk Inr0

The presence of v -1 in Eq.(4) has again led to predictions of cross-section peaks
in kinematical regions where the in-medium pion group velocity was very small.
Suggestions have, therefore, been made that one should look for these peaks and
use them to infer the hadronic state of the nuclear matter.

In spite of these great expectations raised by EVT, we must answer the
follo_-ing basic questions: (a) The v -1 dependence of the cross sections is valid for
free-space particles only. Can this dependence be extended to off-shell particles
such as the pions in the nuclear medium? (b) The pion self-energy used in the
EVT is related to pion-nucleus optical potential that always has a very large
imaginary part. What is the effect of this imaginary part on the density of states
for pion production? These questions will be examined in thenext section in the
framework of a reaction theory that satisfies the unitarity condition.



• III. Unitarity Analysis of Pion Production

• In this section, I will outline the principal results of our recent unitarity
analysis of pion production in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.J6]

(a) When nori-hermitian interaction is used in formulating the theory of heavy-ion
collisions, the unitarity relation dictates that

Pr cx -1-ImG(+)(E) , (5)
71"

where Gr is the pion Green's function in the nuclear medium, and E is the total
energy of the nucleus-nucleus system•

(b) At energies above the 1_" but below the 21r production thresholds, Gr has the
following momentum-space representation in the nuclear-matter approximation:

1

Gr = W2 _ m_ - k_ - II(W, k_) ' (6)

where W - E- 6e + hN(ql) -k- hg(q2) -- EN(p_) - EN(p2) with hN being the
hole energies and 6e an energy shift caused by various many-body effects. W is,
therefore, the off-shell pion energy. From Eq.(5), we have

Pr o¢ (rV2 _ m_ - k_ - ReH) 2 + (ImH) 2 " (7)

i.e. P,_ depends nonlinearly on both the real and imaginary parts of the pion
self-energy.

Equation (7) reduces to Eq.(4) of EVT only in the limit of ImII ---, O. However,
this limit does not exist in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In this regard, EVT
violates the unitarity. For very large ImII, P,_ decreases as (ImH) -x. The phys-
ical meaning of this latter dependence is clear: the greater the absorptiveness of
the medium, the less is the probability the pion can emerge from the collision
region• Because ImH cannot be zero, under no circumstance can pion production
cross section become infinite.

(c) The accuracy of Pr depends on the content of pion self-energy H. We have cal-
culated -ImG,_ by taking into account contributions to H, arising from particle-
hole and A-hole excitations, and from true pion absorption on two nucleons.[6]
The results are shown in the figure below•
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Figure: The -ImG, as a function of W and k,, calculated with p = 3p0. Results
obtained with the inclusion of contribution to H from two-nucleon pion absorption
are given as the solid and dash-dotted curves for W = 5m, and 7m_, respectively.
Those without the two-nucleon pion absorption are given as the dashed curve
(W = 5m,) and the dotted curve (W = 7m_).

As we can see, effects of true pion absorption on two nucleons are very significant.
More importantly, we note that at p = 3p0 our unitarity results are very different
from the 6-distribution predicted by the EVT.[1-5]

It is noteworthy that in ref.[7] pion production rate was calculated without the
use of the v-*-dependence of EVT. However, the contribution to H from two-

nucleon pion absorption was omitted. On the other hand, in ref.[8] the H was
calculated in great details, but the v-l-dependence was used to relate ImH to
pion production cross sections. Hence, either of these calculated results should
be viewed with cautions.

(d) At reaction energies above the 2_r production threshold, one has

P_ c<G_ e ..._gG._. (8)

However, channels having different pion multiplicities can couple to one another



" via pion production, pion absorption, and zrzr scattering. As a result of this
coupling, the Green's function of higher zr-multiplicity cannot be reduced, in

• general, to a product of lzr-Green's functions; for example, G2_ _ GI_ ® G,,_.

IV. Conclusions

The density of states for pion production given by the EVT is incompat-
ible with the unitarity condition. Consequently, the cross-section peaks in e+e-
production predicted by EVT are fortuitous. Only theories satisfying unitarity
constraints should be used in the analysis of heavy-ion collisions.

Pion absorption on nucleon pairs contributes significantly to ImH. There-
fore, it should not be neglected in theoretical calculations. At very high energies,
effects of couplings among channels with different pion multiplicities can be im-
portant and careful analyses are called for.
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